
SHORT TAKES:
‘FRAMES’ FROM A TEXT IN PROGRESS ON THE WORK OF PETER
DOWNSBROUGH, TITLED “LIFE. LETTERS. CONTEXT.”

The intention is not to decorate life but to organize it.
El Lissitzky

Since the mid-‘60s, Peter Downsbrough has created a multi-faceted body of work
encompassing sculpture, books, films, architectural maquettes, photographs, collages,
sound pieces and, since the early ‘80s, wall pieces and room pieces that engage viewers
in an ambulatory reading of space. The restrained vocabulary used in the wall and room
pieces is nearly the same as that employed in the books: straight black lines made from
tape or tubular pipes, single words occasionally sliced down the middle vertically or
horizontally or with the spacing of their letters opened up; volumes or surfaces left
unmarked or used as supports for letters and lines. The lines can serve as the visual
equivalents of the pipes, and vice-versa. There’s a porousness between the room pieces
and the wall pieces, the books and the photographs—a filtering of ideas from one form
into another. 1

Downsbrough’s work questions the conditions of contemporary public and private space.
His  interventions employ written language and emphasize the complex operations
involved in experiencing space—operations that entail both dividing and assembling the
parts of the space perceived. Translating facts, at each time linking fragments in a new
and different way, time and again. Words transmuted into objects acquire  new meanings
and function as signs in the space.
       Precise divisions of lines, letters and words – with obvious links to historic proportion
systems such as the Golden Section or the Fibonacci-series –reveal new meanings:
distances between words and/or objects or significance through the sign of the word.The
work is carried by the simplicity of the words and lines and the complexity of the meanings
they generate.  Individual “readers” select their own intonation and absorb the work in their
own way.
Initially Downsbrough worked in a purely formal way in private and semi-private spaces,
always extending his gallery and museum projects into the spaces of books, objects
invented as carriers of language. Recently he has been involved increasingly in urban
interventions, transposing his ongoing concern with the dialogue between public space
and individual consciousness to the space of the city itself.
Here as elsewhere over the past 30 years, Downsbrough wrests new meaning from the
context of this public space, or rather, discloses content that has been ignored or gone
unnoticed.  Objects such as words, whole or cut apart, and the frames, broken or not,
displaced or not,  are silhouetted within open square or rectangular frames that also frame
views of the urban scene beyond.  Thus the word is literally interpenetrated by the urban
context. It is seen, read and interpreted within and against the background of a particular
cityscape which inflects the word’s meaning as it, in its turn, addresses/annotates the
environment in which it is immersed.  This conceptual aggregate gives rise to new views
that demand attention.

ROLES / ARCHITECTONICS
Of the 50 books that Downsbrough has published in over 30 years, the one that most
fascinates the architect is ROLES / ARCHITECTONICS (Internationaal Centrum voor
Structuuranalyse en Constructivisme, Brussels, 1983).  It contains a text by Downsbrough
interspersed with quotes by the writers A. Choisy, Alois Hirt, Andrzej Turowski and Paul



Scheerbarts, and with photographs and montages by the artist. This book is remarkable
not only for being the first one that Downsbrough published in Belgium but also because
the text was originally presented as a conference and  especially as it concerns a series of
reflections which go beyond the purely architectural. The interplay between word and
image, between language and (in)sight plays the role of the architectonic, here.

DENSITIES [DOWNTOWN AALST]
Like so many provincial towns which in recent times have transformed their historic hearts
to satisfy current interests, Aalst tends to disregard its origins.  A case in point: Amylum,
an industrial glucose manufacturer that occupies a site between a filled-in bend in the
Dender River and the river’s canalized segment.  Over time, awareness of and opposition
to the factory’s problematical presence in the town center has grown, and this against the
dramatic and familiar leitmotif of demolishing built heritage that no longer serves or
pleases.
 Architecture deals with accepting and/or rejecting (in the attitude and thoughts: a state of
doing and making ) as well as with considering  conditions – the place where, the material
used and the time when. It densifies and is consequential. Thus, architecture is
distinguished from mere building and transforms necessity to occasion.
It follows that the authenticity of the industrial image—Amylum’s included—countermands
esthetic purification. Along with the rest of the town’s industrial legacy, which dates back to
the early days of printing, it is a part of the local collective memory.
The significance of this contested place is questioned in Downsbrough’s work “Here.”
Moreover, “here”—Aalst and its essence-- is considered not only as abstract subject but
also as concrete place. The gallery space in which the piece was shown belongs to the
town’s industrial heritage and served as a veritable embodiment of the exhibition’s theme.
Densifying as a principle of architecture was demonstrated in a dual way.  Whereas the
artist Downsbrough employs his hybrid language of text and image to examine and
elucidate the city’s raison d’être, the architect questions the sense of the abrupt stop of
each city fragment which is loaded with a certain collectivity and that is paired with a
notion of personal acceptance and/or rejection of the present densities of the
contemporary industrial heritage.

 Downsbrough’s room piece in Aalst’s Gallery S 65 (1996) presents a position that  can be
considered as a guide towards developing an actual meta-architectural project involving
architecture, city planning and art. In the book Densities (Downtown Aalst), 2Raymond
Balau writes: The haphazardness of the urban policies of the second part of the twentieth
century lead to the reflection that the opening toward other logics is desirable and maybe
indispensable. This said, instigating an artist's intervention a posteriori is one thing; the
pre-requisition of a critical look, even before engaging in the logistics of the project, is
another thing. Without concessions, Downsbrough's work reveals that which happens from
architecture as discipline, and that by which it is overlapped; he also shows to what extent
the urban world is made of these peripheral, terribly peremptory proliferations, and hence
reveals the restraints of architectural habits. The work on the urban theme is not uniquely
an aspect of his preoccupations. On the contrary, it is a conduct that crisscrosses the
essence of his production with an architectonic character, from the books to the projects
for public spaces, by declaring context the essential question. …. The connections
between levels of significances, as between reference regions, give a disenclosed
resonance to the underlying themes of his numerous sketches to the projects he distills
from them. The genius loci in this part of Aalst, is not understandable without a very open
perception of its spatio-temporal densities: Aalst is both the historical city of the book as
well a support city of modern industry. This composite memory invokes the capacity of



deciphering these diverse inscriptions, before any position is taken, for instance within the
limits of zoning regulations.

AND / MAAR, OP
AND / POUR, ET
“As a sound, the letter is a function of time, as a representation it is a function of space.“
(El Lissitzky).
Commissioned by the City of Brussels and realized in 2003, Downsbrough’s two-part
piece bracketing Boulevard Emile Jacqmain  frames the artifacts along that urban span,
most of which are recent buildings pretending to be architecture. This is a perspectival
work in which seeing is linked with understanding and the second dimension is linked to
the third.
This is exactly what this work is about: uniting essential things. Urban sounds are reflected
in the letters, in the frames and the words, whether split or not.  Reading the words, we
read the surroundings for clues to their meanings, scrutinizing the buildings, traffic,
people—all of the urban fabric that comes within the visual scope of the piece. A liberating
force in the context of a twisted urban context, Downsbrough’s work points to content
where none was noticed or thought to exist.

OCCUPIED
The title of Downsbrough’s film Occupied contains a key to understanding the work itself.
The word “occupied” is defined as “engaged,” “a place that is taken” and “inhabited.”  This
three-pronged single word fits in numerically with the film’s trio of plan developments and
levels of mental research. First, there is the direct meaning: the static formal character of
the proximity of the image itself: the frame in which the subject appears : entre
parenthèses / SET.
 Next, there is the second layer, comprising the photographic/filmic aspect versus the
mobility of the image: going thuds from still to moving. This movement manifests itself
through a series of unfolding split images which undo this inherently static character: in
addition to the symmetric plan – designated as the classic lay out by architectural history -,
and the vertical symmetry – translated by exposures and made visible in reflecting images
– the unfolding mainly occurs in depth. And here lies the essence of Downsbrough’s work:
the direct distance between the very subject and seeing this subject/ HERE, AND.
Yet it is especially the third meaning which moves as an underlying layer throughout the
entire film: the reflective contextual character of the place of occurrence and the cognitive
which can be observed and stored : TO CONTAIN / AS.
And, no less than these three levels of readings, a role has been assigned to the texts, the
three voices and the three visual rhythms which each coincide at specific moments, and
which only then reveal the essential actual theme in this work, and that is that the
meanings of the words haven’t been assigned.
Considering all this, “OCCUPIED” deals with the ultimate of a neutral empty space,
Brussels’  Administrative Center, an urban non-place occupied by a significant massive
emptiness, in which modernist-inspired buildings form a reflective frame for a space which
once formally occupied a part of the city, but which here has been transformed (by the film
into the mind) into a thought pattern which each user leaves behind as s/he confronts
her/his own consciousness.

HERE / AND, AND
HERE / AND, AND
(Two room pieces)



Even if they share the same title, these two room pieces in private settings generate a
totally different use. The first piece (2001) encompasses the entire space of an apartment
with a view to the horizon line of the sea. The interior contains a number of sliding walls
and for this reason the space is variable and the piece itself participates in its changing
character.  Moving the walls causes lines to split, words to find their meanings in the
adjacent space, and supplementary spaces in between to become available. This interior,
designed by Claire Bataille and Paul Ibens, is, in fact, a piece of general architecture in
which main spaces and pocket spaces are linked to one another. It is the old principle of a
space that serves and is being served. Downsbrough takes advantage of this situation by
using specific relationships to give the walls as planes and the space in its third dimension
a different system than simply intervening on the surface. (unclear ) Because of the piece,
all verbs relating to the interior, such as “to sit,” for instance, are assigned their own
“place”: HERE.
A second room piece (2001) is situated in the back room of an apartment on the eighth
floor with an urban view.  Here, the space --  an average room with a window and a door --
has been taken for the work in its totality. Splitting the word HERE between the glass door
and window leads to a double relationship: looking outside from inside, the city is taken
into the HERE as an event, while light and sun project its shadow towards the room’s
interior. Here the room is important: the inhabitant is literally in the middle of the work and
participates integrally. Lines with tape, letters and a metal pipe are, here, too, part of the
work, thus questioning the basic dimensions and proportions of the room as a standard
container for living.
The works raise questions not only about form and meaning, but also about about the
ownership of art. While the concept of these pieces remains the artist’s property, Here
can’t actually be possessed or “collected,” only experienced and lived with. Unlike a
painting one can take along or a book that goes in any library, it is a specifically conceived
piece that can be adapted to another space.

AS] THEN
FROM [TO]

Recently, Downsbrough has been making videos in which he articulates the world of the
movements between several cities. AS] THEN (2003) is about a site wedged between
Brussels’ South Station and the future Arts Center Wielemans-Ceuppens. Moving trains
alternate with views of the intersection below, with its busy vehicular traffic. Contrasting
with the compactness of the trains are fleets of trucks  shot in Las Vegas. The busy traffic
positions itself against the meaninglessness and the emptiness of the landscape.

In FROM [TO] (2003) there are rows and rows of trucks moving as a landscape-like wall
on the right lane of a highway with the necessary slowness. In an interview with Sarah
McFadden,3 Downsbrough tells about this particular video:

That film is very much about the passing of time, but it's also the journey "From/To", and
the traffic and merchandise moving by truck.  It all came about from driving on the highway
between Lille and Ghent, and encountering those solid walls of trucks where the road
narrows to two lanes.  Of course it's ultimately boring to film just that, so I shot part of it in
a container park and located some other truck situations:  Volvo cabs parked in neat rows
for the weekend before going out again. Movement and the passage of time.
… It's about the economy -- its structure, organization and architectonics.  I'm working on
a trilogy based loosely around architecture, transportation, highways and the movement of
goods. Railroads, the highway system, shopping areas, administration buildings ...



It's a necessary situation, that flow. Without it, what would we do? How to get those
materials distributed without disrupting the planet that we're trying to inhabit? Man is a
peculiar animal. He can't live off the land without building a house. Most types of animals
group together, but man does so even more, in cities. The city to him is much more natural
than the forest. There's nothing unnatural about cities. I don't live in agrarian nature, I live
in 21st -century urban nature. I think we have to stop saying that it's not natural. The
nature of that nature has to be articulated--we can't refuse it out of hand.
As to how cities are configured and governed, why and by whom --we have to recognize it
and talk about it openly.

And thus the place of the event tells about a non-place. Therefore, Peter Downsbrough’s
work can be called atopic: it can be placed but not seized in a determined fixed place, it
always relates to a specific architectural context and is linked with the social
circumstances of the “place,” always at a distance, as an act both away and dispersed as
well as close and connected. Brussels, New York, Lille in one mutual contextual
occurrence/ event, in which the satisfaction of possession is manifested in the very work
through non-possession. Art as a sign of meaning.

HIER, EN / HERE, AND / ETC, 2004

With this integrated installation at the office spaces along the Quai du Commerce in
Brussels the communicative and collective passage and courtyards are taken as a
motive to give an essential importance of meaning of spaces which aren’t linked visually
and functionally to just one use.
Through the glazed entrance and office windows, the installation is almost totally visible
from the street. The perspective view connects the Dutch words HIER and EN and the
English words HERE and AND, each fixed on a horizontal or vertical setting of lines. The
mixing of the words – thus also the language -  explains also the mix of expressions and
thoughts. The view frames the enfilade of windows by which the words, some split, are
hold on the left white wall till the end wall. Firstly the architecture of the building was
present, but now, due to this intervention, the groundfloor is contained in the midst of the
installation which scans and creates a space of reflection inside out. Looking inwards it
explains that something is happening and that there even is more that one sees, looking
out of the office, even more because one part of it – ETC – is placed on the wall of the
first courtyard, explains that the urban context, the world outside, is the ever rethinkable
starting point of ‘here’.

RESOLVE / BUT / AND, 2007

A second – temporary – installation is situated in the same location, namely in the
geometrical space connected to the street. Also here, when the inner sliding door is
opened, a perspective view is defining an sequence of light and shadow outside looking
in, but the other way round, this enfilade plays its role starting from the narrowness of
the corridor through the glazed space to the street and the side street on the other side
of it. As much as in the former installation, also here the double use - reading - is fixed.
At the first sight the word RESOLVE may looks quite simple but the context makes that it
gets other connotations. The setting, split thus partly fixed on the window and partly on
the floor, has a very specific meaning: it is not solving things, but to decide, to choose, to
determine, to settle, to adjudicate ... These meanings are of that great importance for
everyone (even artists) having a responsable job in collectivity. In its steadfastness it is



related to architecture and mostly to a research which means anything else than the
copy-pasted contemporary objects; it gives an intentional declaration without clearifying
it at first glance. Here also, it is the second reading which expresses the greatest
importance. The very small words BUT and AND on the sidewalls and on the window
show the spatial dimension of the installation, both tell – between brackets – that the
connotation is not standing on its own but connected to a global awareness in which
architecture and art take part.

A] PART

The art movie A] PART (2008, 2009) is the first edition of CKA_EDITIONS, a series of
multiple objects which through the themes show affinities with the work of Christian
Kieckens Architects. The movie is shot in the Citroen garage in Brussels, dated 1934
and designed by the architect Alexis Dumont and others. It is one of the most
remarquable buildings from this ‘interbellum’ and modernistic period in Belgium in which,
besides the formal language also the constructive structure plays a role. Because in
1999 the owner wanted to sell the whole area, the building was taken as a motive for the
integration of a Flemish Design Center with showrooms for at least 20 companies. In
2006 architecture students of the Antwerp University College made projects for
remodelling it into a multicultural center. It is 2008 when Peter Downsbrough, in a proper
initiative, makes a ‘traveling’ story through the building, not only restricted to structure
and space, but also to the mechanics, the use and the setting in the urban context. This
is the global meaning of Downsbrough’s work: he works with the affinities between the
images of the modern movement, of infrastructural works and the contemporary use.
The movie is typical in his oeuvre: as much for the way in which images are set by
framing, cutting, scanded proportions and sequences, as for the real in situ sound which
only appears at the end of the movie. All the time before, images are taken into account
and what the image moves in everybody’s mind. The sound at the end places the viewer
again into reality.

Christian Kieckens, 1996-2009
(ed. Sarah McFadden)

The title is a reworking of the title of Sophie Lissitzky-Küppers “LIFE. LETTERS. TEXTS.”
on the occasion of a discussion about the work of El Lissitzky.

                                                  
1 Sarah McFadden, from an interview with Peter Downsbrough commissioned by FRAC Bourgogne for the catalogue 1:1 x
temps, quantités, proportions et fuites, Dijon, 2004, excerpts of which have been published in Espace de Libertés,  nr 319,
Brussels University (ULB) ,  2004.
2 Raymond Balau, Densities, Imschoot, uitgevers, Ghent, 1996.
3 Peter Downsbrough in conversation with Sarah McFadden, loc. cit.


